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Extended Abstract
Encouraging interdisciplinary research has been a science policy goal, but barriers in terminology, tools
and instruments, and analytic approaches exist (Holbrook 2013). Our work focuses on the role of the
border field in advancing flows of knowledge between two fields that are important in US efforts to
improve science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education: education research and
cognitive science (Bransford et al., 1999). In the case of education research and cognitive science, it may
be “a bridge too far” to think of dramatically increasing direct knowledge flows between neuroscience
and educational practice for example (Bruer, 1997). Border communities such as educational psychology
can act as an intermediary or additional bridge between the two fields (Anderson, 2002). We posit that
there are three subfields that serve as border communities: educational psychology, human/computer
interaction and learning technologies, and applied linguistics. These border communities are assumed to
sit between cognitive science and education research, but at the same time apart as they are scholarly

communities in their own right and with their own literatures. The extent to which educational
psychology draws on cognitive science, draws on education research, and influences both communities
is an open question.
We examine this proposition by analyzing cited references in metadata from articles in the Web of
Science. We define the fields under analysis—cognitive science, education research, educational
psychology, human/computer interaction and learning technologies, and applied linguistics using journal
(Leydesdorff and Goldstone 2014) and journal-category based definitions of the fields in question. We
focus on articles published in the years 1994, 1999, 2004, 2009, and 2014 because of their importance in
US STEM policy initiatives to encourage connections between cognitive science and education research.
Our results show there are relatively small direct citation rates between articles in education research
and cognitive science and relatively larger rates by which each cites articles appearing in border field
journals. These results suggest that border fields would indeed appear to be situated at the border
between education and cognitive science.
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